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HIST 111 – World Civilization 
HIST 121 - Western Civilization 

 
 
Concepts addressed:  
Renaissance, Reformation, Scientific Revolution, and Enlightenment  
 

1. Background to the Renaissance  
a. Developments within scholasticism - critical method, identification of impurities within texts 

by Greeks, Romans, Church Fathers  
b. Post-Black Death emergence of trade routes/economic opportunities  - Increasing numbers of 

buyers, sellers, moneychangers  
c. New cultural attitudes, improved material culture  
d. Growth of state and tax collection  
e. Universities provided stable jobs for many great minds  

2. New "Passion" for Quantification  
a. New European mentality: assume it possible to apply math to describe all material realities, 

including "qualities" (color, hardness, velocity, etc.)  
b. Emergence of a cash economy  

A. Standardizing prices of goods (e.g. all apples in barrel at equal price, despite 
variable quality)  

B. Cash equivalents for labor  
C. Pope Clement V first assigned price for pardoning sins (1308)  
D. Minting coins - currencies of varying values  

1. Florentine florin (1252)  
2. Venetian ducat (1264)  

E. Money of account  
F. Europeans constrained by lack of precious metals for mining, balance of payments 

deficit with Asia/Middle East  
G. Luca Pacioli: the "Father of Accounting"  

1. Collected Knowledge of Arithmetic, Geometry, Proportion and 
Proportionality (1494)  

2. Double-entry bookkeeping developed  
c. Measuring time  

A. Time conceived as "quanta" rather than flowing sand  
B. Invention of mechanical clocks (late 13th century)  
C. "Clockwork universe" metaphor (14th century)  
D. Improved calendars  

d. Measuring space  
A. Compass  
B. Portolan maps  
C. Astrolabe  

e. Measuring sound  
A. Quantifying "notes" and "rests"  
B. Musical staff as a graph: Guido of Areuo (11th century) and the Western scale  
C. Monophonic chants evolve into polyphony  
D. Guillaume Machaut (1300-1377) - first composer known by name with extant 

manuscripts  
3. The Renaissance  
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a. Changing ideals for men and advice manuals  
A. Pietro Paola Vergerio, On the Conduct of Honorable Men (1402)  
B. Baldasare Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier  

b. Opportunities to make money  
A. The Medici Family in Florence  

1. Cosimo the Elder (1389-1464)  
2. Lorenzo the Magnificent (1449-1492)  
3. Cosimo I (1519-1574)  

B. The Medici banking network  
C. Relationship of wealth to political power  
D. How to spend money to establish status?  

c. Life in Italian City-States (e.g. Florence, Venice, Milan, Genoa)  
A. Civic pride  
B. "Republican" institutions  
C. Commercial wealth valued above land  
D. Operation of Venetian patriciate  

d. The Print Revolution  
A. Johannes Gutenberg (1400-1468) - moveable type, The Gutenberg Bible  
B. Paper production improved, cheaper  
C. Availability of capital for investment, establish print workshop  
D. Finding consumers - book fairs, catalogues  
E. Opening a print shop - location, patrons, labor recruitment, finding 

scholars/authors, specialties, marketing  
e. Effects of Print Revolution  

A. New ways of reading - extensive vs. intensive  
B. New views of scholarship, knowledge - more critical  
C. International networks of scholars, scientists possible  
D. Consolidation of vernacular languages  

f. Francesco Petrarch (1304-1374) - "the Father of Humanism"  
A. Admiration for Cicero, yet also critical  
B. Goal to blend Christian morality with Roman Republican values  
C. Love poetry to Laura - Petrarchan sonnets  
D. Fame based on public service - ideal life for a man blended extroversion and 

introversion  
E. Admiration of nature for itself  

g. The Humanist Scholar - "Umanista"  
A. Liberal arts of medieval period  
B. New areas of learning: moral philosophy, history, literature  
C. Appreciation for classical antiquity  
D. Present depends on the past, but not necessarily an improvement  
E. Learning has practical purpose - orations, public service, commerce  

h. Humanism as a pan-European movement 
A. Northern vs. Southern European  

1. Northern - increased emphasis on obtaining pure versions of Christian texts  
2. Southern - more preoccupied with Romans and also Greeks  

B. Creation of schools - students from elite classes, commercial families  
C. Publication of humanist texts  

i. The lives of humanists  
A. Leonardo Bruni (1369-1444) - promoted civic humanism, started absorption of 

Greek philosophy  
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B. Lorenzo Valla (1406-1457) - philology used to prove that Donation of Constantine 
was a fraud  

j. Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536)  
A. International career  
B. Rose to prominence after birth as a bastard - Brethren of the Common Life in the 

Netherlands  
C. In Praise of Folly  
D. Adages  
E. New Latin translation of Bible from Greek  

k. The female humanist  
A. Renaissance debate about intellectual potential of women  
B. Jean de Meun, The Romance of the Rose  
C. Christine de Pisan (1364-1431), The Book of the City of Ladies - First woman to 

earn her living as a writer?  
4. Variations on a theme - art, music, literature of the Renaissance  

a. Art  
A. Sources of patronage  
B. Typical "humanist" themes - religious, mythological  
C. Development of perspective  
D. Italian artists include Giotto, de Vinci, Donatello, Raphael, Michelangelo  
E. Northern artists include Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der Weyden, Albrecht Durer, 

Hans Holbein (portraiture)  
b. Architecture  

A. References to Rome - Brunelleschi  
B. Spread of Italian styles - in combination with local traditions  

c. Music  
A. Madrigals  
B. Development of opera - Monteverdi  

d. Poetry  
A. Dante's Divina Commedia  
B. Sonnet form  
C. The French Pleiade 

e. Literature  
A. Rabelais - Gargantua and Pantegru/  
B. Cervantes - Don Quixote  

f. Theater - esp. England  
A. History of theater as a genre - grew out of religious "mystery plays" - became 

secular by era of Renaissance  
B. Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare  

5. The Reformation  
a. The Late Medieval Church  

A. Avignon Papacy  
B. The Great Schism (1378-1417) - 3 popes at one time, national preferences over 

spiritual unity  
C. Council of Constance - a temporary resolution of the schism 4. Challenges to papal 

power from within and from monarchies  
1. Conciliarist movement  
2. William of Occam  
3. Marsilius of Padua  

b. Religious Revival?  
A. Mendicant orders (friars) - Dominicans, Franciscans  
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B. Brethren of the Common Life and Devotio moderna (Modern Devotion) - Imitation 
of Christ by Thomas a Kempis became bestseller of early modern period  

C. Jean Gerson and effort to seek balance between mysticism and "practical" 
Christianity - role in ending Schism  

c. Another Medieval Reformer? Jan Hus (1371-1415)  
A. Weakness of Hus' reform effort - lack of political backing, wrong timing, prior to 

printing press, Bohemian/Czech base  
B. Ideas similar to Luther's - opposed sale of indulgences, emphasized distinction 

between spiritual and political power, return to early Church in practices (e.g. 
celebration of Communion)  

C. Emergence of the Hussites and Moravians after Hus' execution for heresy (burned 
at the stake) 

d. Martin Luther (1483-1546)  
A. Background - personal crises of faith  
B. Intended internal reform not rebellion  
C. Tetzel's sale of indulgences in German lands  

e. Luther's protest movement  
A. The Ninety-Five Theses (1517) - circulated for fellow theologians, scholars to read 

but reached wider audience  
1. Reactions of many Germans  
2. Erasmus's reaction  

B. Key treatises by Luther in 1520: Addresses to the Christian Nobility of the German 
Nation; Babylonian Captivity of the Church; On the Freedom of a Christian  

C. Luther's basic claims  
1. Salvation by faith alone (Soli fides)  
2. Scripture not Church tradition as authority (Soli Scriptura)  
3. Priesthood of all believers  

D. Why did Luther's movement take hold?  
1. Printing press  
2. Developing German national identity  
3. Political backing from German princes, esp. Frederick the Wise, Elector of 

Saxony (r. 1486-1525)  
4. Long background of challenges to Church power, practices made certain 

Lutheran ideas familiar  
5. Personalities involved  
6. Great propaganda/artists on Lutheran "side", ego Albrecht Durer, Lucas 

Cranach  
f. Luther the Rebel?  

A. Diet of Worms (1521) - refused to recant on basis of conscience  
B. "Kidnapped" by Frederick the Wise's men to keep him safe  
C. Translated the New Testament into German while at Wartburg Castle (ed. by 

Melanchthon; printed 1522) - complete German Bible published 1534  
D. Reformation grew stronger, deeper  
E. Propaganda battles raged  

g. Basis for the (Lutheran) Protestant Church  
A. Music over art  
B. Education/literacy emphasized; religious instruction - Lutheran leaders came to 

realize ignorance of common people  
C. Married priests  

1. Luther married former nun Katherina von Boren (14991552) in 1525 - 6 
children  
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2. Luther's Table Talk- "natural," down-to-earth persona of prototypical pastor  
D. Liturgies, catechisms, theological books written by Luther after 1525  
E. Support for secular authority - Luther's reaction to the German Peasants' Rebellions 

(1520s)  
h. Spiritualist Evangelicals - inspired by Luther, but not what he had in mind ...  

A. Thomas Muntzer (1490-1525)  
B. Anabaptists  
C. Melchior Hoffman (1495-1543)  
D. The Munster uprising (1534) - the dangers of new religious movements: line 

between denomination and cult?  
i. Reformed Christianity  

A. Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531) in Zurich - transubstantiation not real  
B. John Calvin (1509-1564) in Geneva - humanist, lawyer elaborated theology of 

predestination - Institutes of the Christian Religion (1536, revised and extended 
1559)  

C. The Calvinists: ideal of a Christian community, symbiotic relationship between 
Church and secular authorities  

D. Reformed Church refugees from France, England in Geneva, later also Holland  
j. The Catholic Reformation  

A. No longer the "universal" church  
B. Council of Trent (1545-1563) - took the conservative line; reaffirmed 

practices/theology criticized by Luther (e.g. good works, transubstantiation, papal 
authority, Latin Bibles)  

C. Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556) - established the Jesuits  
1. Jesuits as "soldiers" of the Catholic Reformation education, conversion/re-

conversion efforts  
2. Strict spiritual disciplines  
3. New emphasis on confession  

D. Teresa of Avila (1515-1582) - mystic with administrative skill  
6. The Scientific Revolution  

a. Emergent "Republic of Science"  
A. Institutions: universities (somewhat) but especially academies, royal/papal/ducal 

courts  
B. In wake of war, religious divisions associated with the Reformation - search for 

absolute truths beyond politics, religion  
C. Rules of civility, honor reinforced shared quest for objective truth  

b. Differences between medieval and "modern" science  
A. Medieval skepticism of artificial conditions - moderns considered valid for 

gathering knowledge  
B. Medieval emphasis on experience, modern emphasis on experiment  
C. Medieval stress on introspection as key to discovery; moderns believed in looking 

outward  
D. Moderns more pragmatic - whatever strategy works to achieve particular goal  

c. Obstacles to the Revolution  
A. Common sense experience  
B. Tradition - classical ideas about cosmology, physics  

1. Celestial (perfect) vs. terrestrial (flawed)  
2. Circular motion  
3. Unmoving Earth at center of universe  
4. Finite universe with "edges"  
5. Separation of physics from math within astronomy  
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d. What changed after the Revolution?  
A. New admiration for inventors, engineers, experimentalists  
B. Interaction between theoretical and practical facets of science  
C. Re-definition of "seeing" (e.g. not just human eyes - use of tools/aids such as 

telescope, microscope, etc)  
D. "Natural philosophers" sought to publicize discoveries - rejected traditional secrecy 

of alchemists  
e. Engineering and practical science - Georg Agricola (1494-1555) - first systematic treatises on 

geology, mineralogy; wrote standard work on mining techniques; emphasized experiment and 
publicity  

f. Seeing the unseen  
A. Printed books included greater numbers of illustrations 
B. Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) - experimental medicine  

1. Challenged Galen's authority  
2. On the Structure of the Human Body - famous illustration of veins, muscles  

C. Evolution of telescopes - Galileo's observations of 1609  
g. Discovering the universe  

A. Nicholas Copernicus (1473-1543) - On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres - 
heliocentricity  

1. Influences: humanism, Hermeticism, Christianity  
2. More harmonious system than Ptolemy's?  
3. Importance of math and facts  
4. Church not particularly bothered  

B. Tycho Brahe (1546-1607) - comet and rethinking of crystalline sphere theory; most 
precise, systematic observations yet  

C. Johannes Kepler (1571-1630)  
1. 3 Laws of Planetary Motion  
2. Efforts to quantify mysterious forces  
3. Universe more clockwork than organic  
4. Number mysticism, spirits, astrology  
5. First "modern" science fiction - life on the moon  

D. Galileo (1564-1642)  
1. Career as courtier-scientist  
2. Distinguished Book of Nature from Book of Scripture  
3. Scientists have keys to understanding universe  
4. Scientists as a new elite  
5. Conflicts with Church less due to theories than to claims of authority, 

absolute certainty  
6. Jesuit astronomers/scientists vs. Galileo  

E. Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) - burned for heresy  
1. Universe without center or edges  
2. Perfection associated with change not constancy  

F. Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639) - imprisoned - No order in the universe –  
h. Mechanical philosophy  

A. Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) - revived Democritus/atomism - Universe composed 
of particles in motion  

B. William Harvey (1578-1657) - blood circulation  
C. Heart as a pump  
D. William Gilbert (1540-1603) - experiments, conclusions about magnets  

i. Chemistry - the Delayed Revolution  
A. Alchemy  
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B. Theories about substances  
C. Paracelsus (1493-1541)  
D. 18th-century work inspired by Newton led to revolution Antoine Lavoisier  

7. The Enlightenment  
A. Context: a changing world  

1. Demographic growth  
2. Commercial growth, expansion  
3. Migration, urbanization  
4. New knowledge, (slowly) increasing literacy  
5. Less widespread war  
6. Less famine as commercial agriculture consolidated  

B. The Scientist as the new hero  - "God said, Let Newton Be!/and all was light" - 
Alexander Pope 

C. The Cartesian Method - Rene Descartes (1565-1650)  
1. "Radical doubt"  
2. Rejected world of experience - poor source of knowledge!  

D. Epistemology of John Locke (1632-1704) - Essay on Human Understanding - 
mind is a blank slate; knowledge only from sensory experience  

E. Republic of Letters  
1. Print culture of 18th century  
2. Intellectual life - pan-European correspondence networks  
3. Growing audience  
4. Work of academies 
5. Salons, coffee shops  

F. Isaac Newton (1642-1727)  
1. Background to Principia (1687)  
2. Influence of broader political, religious, social concerns of post- Civil War, 

post-Glorious Revolution England  
3. Rejected Descartes as a "materialist"  
4. Implications of law of universal gravitation  
5. The calculus - Leibniz vs. Newton over priority  

G. The Newtonian Method  
1. Tie mathematics (abstract, universal) to experience (concrete, particular)  
2. Use of arithmetic and calculus  
3. Accept provisional certainty - Newton assumed work would be superseded  
4. Presume that nature follows laws  
5. Do not project own conceptions onto nature  

H. Enlightenment reception of Newton  
1. Promotion by Royal Academy  
2. Voltaire as leading promoter in France  
3. Hermann Boethaave (1668-1738) - efforts to apply Newtonian method to 

medicine less than successful but prompted development of a more 
"scientific" medicine  

4. George Buffon (1707-1788) - Histoire Nature//e- archaeological method 
more relevant for biological sciences  

I. The French Enlightenment  
1. Criticisms of monarchy, judicial system  
2. French censorship system  
3. Opposition to Catholic Church - dominance in education, culture, society  
4. Emergent public sphere - journalism, art criticism  
5. Deism, materialism  
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6. Denis Diderot and Jean d'Alembert - Encyclopedie  
7. Voltaire  
8. Jean-Jacques Rousseau - analyses of social classes/social inequality, 

interpretation of the social contract  
9. Condorcet - faith in progress if spread education, reason  

J. Enlightenment emphasis on power of reason  
1. "Reason" no longer a possession but conceived as process/ method  
2. Guide for humans  
3. Rejection of tradition, authority, revelation if unsupported by reason  
4. New celebration of curiosity and "lust for knowledge"  
5. Reason to help humans feel at home with reality  
6. Immanuel Kant's analysis of "pure reason"  

K. Looming questions  
1. How can we be justifying assumption that nature follows laws?  

a. Leibniz: "sufficient reason" - this is the best of all possible worlds  
b. How to explain evil?  

2. What should we try to know? Are there limits to what we can know? Can 
everything be explained rationally?  


